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Energy Transformations in the Ocean

N. P. Fofonoff

Fisheries Research Board of Canada

Pacific Oceanographic Group, Nanaimo, B. C.

Part I

The purpose of the following series of lectures is to

examine a specific area of geophysical hydrodynamics and to discuss

the questions that might be asked in the course 0.£ scientific investi-

gations. For a specific topic, I have chosen to examine the energy

balance in oceanic circulation, inc luding the various modes of inter-

conversion of kinetic, potential and internal energies. We shal 1

look particularly closely at the effects of non-linearity of the

equation state of sea water on energy conversions and try to deter-

mine the consequences in terms of observable effects on the distribu-

tions of temperature, salinity and currents in the ocean.

The ideas to be presented in these lectures are not entirely

new' = even in their oceanographic applications. Most of them can be

found scattered in the oceanographic literature. However, no system-

atic treatment of the energy transformations has been made for an

ocean system. I shall attempt to present such a treatment and to draw

as many conclusions of potential importance as I can. We shall have

to rely on our collective scientific judgement to evaluate these con-

clusions.

In the course of the lectures, we shall consider briefly

some of the earlier oceanographic concepts that contributed to the

of the present treatment of energy transformations.
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We will consider the concepts in their most elementary form to

a thorough familiarity with their content. Then, we shall

the general conservation equations for fluid motion in

terms of these concepts, and finally, derive results that can be

compared directly with those obtained from observations of the

real ocean.

The study of energy transformations and particularly

the dynamical effects of non-linearity of the equation of state of

sea water got its start shortly after the appearance of Knudsen i s

tables of sea water density in 1901. Prof. Emil Witte (l902) found

from the tables that a slight decrease of total volume took place

when two masses of sea water of different temperatures and salin-

ities were mixed together. This effect - contractiøn on mixing - is

well-known in the study of solutions. The contraction is extremely

small - about 2 parts in 104 for a temperature difference of lOoC -

and its effect on dynamical processes in the ocean has been fre-

quently discounted but never thoroughly investigated.

Because of the contraction, mixing between two masses of

sea water of equal, or nearly equal, density results in a mixture

that 1s slightly more dense than either of the constituents being

mixed. Witte argued that if two such masses of sea water were side

by side 1.n the ocean the mixtures formed along their mutual boundary

would sink and form a convergence line along the surface of the ocean'

with opposing currents (Stromkabbelung) on either side. The density

differences involved are extremely small and it is difficult to

assess the effectiveness of Witte i s mechanism. No one. including
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Witte, has been able to come up with convincing evidence to show that

the mechanism contributes significantly to the formation of convergence

zones or lines. Still, 1:ae mechanism is intriguing and it continued
"

to attract the attention of oceanographers during the past 60 years.

Contrac tion on Mixing

Pure water has many anomalpus properties and the anomalies

. are present, though usual ly to a lesser extent, in sea water. Of

particular interest in. the study of energy transformations is the

rapid change of the coefficient of thermal expansion with temperature

and pressure. The coefficient increases with temperature, pressure

and s~linity. On the other hand, both the coefficients of compress-

ibility and saline contraction* decrease in magnitude with temperature,

pressure and salinity. The variation of the coefficients with temper-

ature and salinity implies that volume is not conserved in mixing.

We shall examine this effect in detail.

Let us consider Lwo bodies of sea water of masses mi, m2,

temperatures ~1' J2 and salinities 81 ' 82 respectively. Mixed

together, these yield a homogeneous mass m of sea water of temper-

ature f and salini ty s. We assume that the pressure p remains

constant throughout the mixing.

Applying conservation of mass, we ~ obtain

Am == m - (mi + m2) == 0 1. 1

*
The term 'coefficient of saline contraction' was introduced by

R.O. Reid (1958) for the coefficient -~(~s) .t



m .6 S mS - (mi 81 + m2SZ) o 1.2

The change of volume J) V is

ÀV tnoZ - (mi O(l + m2 0(2)' 1. 3

where 0( l' 0( 2 and c; are the specific volumes of the two

initial masses and of the final mixture respectively. Conser-

vation of energy requires that

m.6e = me - (mi ei + m2 eZ) = - p6 Ý, 1.4

where and e are the specific internal energies of thee l' eZ

initial and final masses. Substitution for ~ V in (1.4) yields

m.6(e + piX) = m(e+po'- - Lmi (ei+PlXi)+m2(e2+PocZ)J = 0 1.S

or
m~h mh - (mihi + m2hZ) o. 1.6=

where hi, hZ and h are the corresponding specific enthalpies for

the initial and final masses.

If we assume that the temperatures and salinities and,

hence, enthalpies, of the two initial masses differ only slightly

from each other, we can expand the specific volume as a Taylor

series in hand S about a suitably chosen reference point

h , S. The expansion is of the formo 0

0(= oCo"'C~~)o(h-ho) +(~)o(S-5o)

+ ~ ((~~~ (h-go)~t2~:~s)o (h-hoXS-S;)+(~~\ (S-S~) Jt,,, 1,7
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where
-:

t6h.5CX is a shorthand notation introduced for the differ-

ential form in (1.8). Conversion of the derivatives from enthalpy

to temperature yields

tN;; - (m~Yn~)&:I~:~~J l6~s~ - dt * 6J5 hJ ) 1. 9

where

'i òC (i ~)~ ~ ( X ) tL )'J
6;;Sh': ~ 1;- i +2 8$ yt,) -~ 5;i-Slj+ -n,51.(s,-S¡ 1. LO

and C is specific volume at constant pressure.
p. :i

The additional term )tpL~s h represents departure of

temperature from the linear mixing law because of variation of

specific heat with temperature and salinity and of heat absorbed

or released on mixing water of different salt concentrations (heat

of dilution). The contribution of this temperature departure to

the total contraction is smal 1 and may usually be neglected. The

contraction per unit mass for a small mass € m mixed into a large

mass m of sea water is given approximately by

J ex:: iJ (c: II \ :. - ~ r .6 ~ ciJ ~ - ~ r ¿j'" clJ~-lolGmJ L hS .i~ ~S 1. 11

The contraction on mixing will depend on the slope of the



line j the points the two initial water masses on

a T-S diagram. Letting
~ -'I ': Y sin e=i i
5:i - ': Y c.os e i

we can convert (l.ll) to'l 'l
'ifaex -+~do( '" - '.2 ~.. 2lS"-. :2 (a~ ,l'i.o(,\2.+ ~,. + ;,S'l ~-J) Cos:l (e -em') ~

1.l2
-: - 'r~;¡ F (/9) ~ 5; p)

where

't 0.:1' .2 em :I
.2 Ò"2d./Ò)-dS
~ _ â'o:
òìf?o ~s-.

1.13

J) - ôl ~ ò"' _ ( ò ~o( )::
õ~'l Ó\s'" 1i9à5

1. l4

Contraction will occur for all Q if D is positive. Typical

dependence of F(Q;~, S, p) on Q is shown in Figure 1 for the Knudsen-

Ekman (l90l, 1908) and the Eckart (l958) equations of state. The

discriminant D is positive for all values of temperature, salinity

and pressure encountered in the ocean for the Knudsen-Ekman equation.

In contrast, it is negative for the Eckart equation except at the

high-temperature, low-pressure part of the range in the ocean. The

two equations of state yield qualitatively similar results and pro-

vide us with at least an order of magnitude of the contraction on

mixing. A more precise series of. measurements of density, thermal

expansion and other physical prcperties of sea water would be very

welcome. The Knudsen-Ekman equation has been used for the remainder

of the calculations.
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T-S relationship between mixing elements.



The contraction mixi at constant pressure is due

to the variation of thennal with

The contraction is for pure water at pressure

near and, for a temperature and salin-

ity difference, decreases with t , pressure and salinity.

Studies of the dynamical effects of the contraction on

mixing have been made by Eckel (l949a, 1949b), Fofonoff (l956) and

Subov (l957, 1958).

General equations

Changes of other properties (entropy) internal energy,

etc.) denoted by the general property ~ can be obtained in a form

similar to (l.ll). The general formula for the change of the

property a? per unit mass accompanying the mixing is

t: m - - y., ( .6 ~ rD'- - X r ò.?o ro - ~ d¡, S J'\ \í - .. ¿ 'IS T j- - i (~ST ()~ Cr) 1. l5

Static Stability

If the density increases with depth in such a way that

work is necessary to deform the structure, the ocean is considered

to be stratified in .,a stable configuration. The degree of stratifi-

cation is expressed in terms of a stability parameter introduced into

oceanography by Hesselberg and Sverdrup (l9l5). The stability para-

meter has often been computed from routine oceanographic data but

has not been of much value in interpreting the processes occurring



in the ocean because 0 the lack of the fonnat

of structure in the ocean. The ter enters into studies of inter-

nal waves and turbulence. Discussions of stabili and stabili para-

meters have been Hesse (1918, , Schubert (1935),

Ivanov-Frantskevich (1953, 1956), and Pollack (l954).

The static stability parameter is usually defined as the

buoyant force per unit mass (acceleration) acting on an element of

sea water displaced vertically without loss of heat or salt, i.e.,

isentropically, a unit distance from its initial equilibrium level.

If the initial density is f ¿ , the final density ff after
a vertical displacement dz, will be

ff " f' + (;!)/" 1. 16

where the subscript ~7 denotes differentiation at constant entropy.

The density of the surrounding water at the final level is

f r¿ -i eLf d-r-: i -a 1. l7

where (j)/dl: is the vertical gradient of density in situ.

The buoyant force per unit mass is therefore

E ()f: lSt:. _ ~kL E!-(Èl) lc1~:: y~(t- -~;) J ii~l . d. ~ \d i: -r 'i
= f3l:~l~' -(*)~ +~~J d.ë-

Efyl cL~

where E f'l is the stability parameter. The gradient - ( d'3")1

is called the adiabatic lapse rate (approximately O. i °C/lOOO meters)

and is usually denoted by J1 . The stability parameter is given

1. l8



most in units f 1 c imetre and

values range from about 10 in to and hi near the

surface. ive values are found in the oc but

almo c.ert trans ent condi tions. More often than

no t, a stabili value is an indication of observational

error.

If we multiply the average buoyant force ~Ef~ dz by the

distance dz, we obtain the work per unit masstEf~d1!~::tËw~d.:¡-:

required to produce the vertical displacement. Thus, we can inter-

pret ~E \Ari as the work (ergs per gram per centimetre) required to

displace isentropically a unit mass a unit vertical distance. If

the work required to produce the displacement is positive, the strati-

fication is stable. If negative, the stratification is unstable

and will undergo spontane~us degeneration of structure by the action

of the buoyant forces. In the unstable case, the buoyant forces

wiii act away from the equilibrium level and will not restore the

equilibrium.

As the displacemen~ of a single element of fluid does not

specify clearly the motion of the remainder of the fluid, we shall

consider the interchange of two fluid elements of equal mass separated

by a distance dz. The work required to produce the interchange is

twice that required for the single element. Hence. we can interpret

E w~ as the work per unit mass required to interchange isentropi-

cally two elements of flui~ separated by a unit vertical distance.

The interchange of two fluid elements is accompanied by

changes of enthalpy, internal energy and potential energy. We shall



e these to the

transformations take place.

As we have seen from (1. i no heat or salt is added

to a mass of water from external sources and the pressure remains

constant, the total enthalpy of the system remains constant. If

only a change of pressure occurs, as in the interchange of two

fluid elements of equal mass, the change of enthalpy must equal

the work done on the system. In the isentropic interchange of two.

fluid elements separated by a distance dz, the change of enthalpy

per unit mass is given by

~h : t( ex; +C(~ )6 ~ +l (cA: +c1; ) .6 P2. , 1.19

where the superscripts refer to the final and initial values of the

specific volume and the subscripts to the lower (1) and the upper

(2) fluid element.

and

Substituting
of ; (dO() dr. - 0(' + - ~.- i Õl!1'

elf ~ do--b 1~ c1~

+,,, # 1.20

+..... 1.21

11 ¡ ( aex ) icJ") 'l c;:i - 'd 1 cti. + ' . .

O\Î:a .= ex" -r-k ~~ a.¡, +.. .

1.22

Cl 1.23

Ll "P2 :. -.6"p :: !o ~ d. :I 1.24
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:: f~ ;a
1.25
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Hence) the E h 1 the of enthalpy involved

in the interchange of the two elements is identical wi th the static

stability parameter EWì'' i.e., equal to the work required to pro-
i

duce the interchange.

Potential Energy

In, the interchange of the two fluid elements of equal mass,

there is a ,change of potential energy of the system. The two elements

of fluid have different volumes and consequently the fluid between

the elements of thickness dz will be displaced vertically by a dis-

tance d t such that

\' f i 0 f L)o~ - 0( - (j. - - 0\ - rl- 2 i - l ~~ 1.26

for each unit of mass of an element interchanged. The potential

energy change Å;x per unit mass within the system is therefore

(mt. J ('
b.'X ~ lrLê . 30¡' =- .lg(~ -af )clr:

= p~ L* -(~)~ J cLe2.

# £~n; cL~?

:. £111 d.-¡'2: tw~ at-r" 1.27
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is ha

the

L total ential

energy . fluid element do not have the same

and salinities. Hence their compressibilities will

differ. As each element the same of pressure, the

difference in compressibilities will yield a net change of volume

of the system. The volume change per unit mass is

f ~ f ¡ a~ ~\!:ot::o(l-OCI -tCf..-Cf.. :: (~ b.'R+.Æ 6'P;zA .. OP,?1 I òp :i

- j~flli w)-fh (- ~)J?)d.r~

:. Yd.1 ct ~~ 1.28

where y1 == c /cp v is the ratio of specific heats.

The net change of volume ~ ~ of the system in which the

interchange of fluid elements takes place (internal system) produces

a change of potential energy of the remainder of the ocean (external

system) of an amount p b. a. such that

e~t ¡r 01 2-
I: X. :: p.c cC =- P Va,? -e

: )'3 f 1;( -f ñ-) - Ll (f ~~)J1 Ii,,"

- li)lt cL i.
- E ~7 ~ 1.29

and a change of internal energy Ll e of the internal system of



The change of internal energy of the internal system could also

be obtained by considering the change for each element involved

in the interchange. The same expression for the internal energy

parameter is obtained.

Changes of other thermodynamic potentials can be calcu-

lated by thè procedure out lined above. The change of a general

thermodynamical property 12 is given by --
64' ~ ('I; -Qi:')+(Ip: -rp~Ht~)'1~ Pi + C%~\ii p,-

:: f~fA(1f\-Ll~(*)1J1 )ü-o-

- tCPì( cL:g"" 1.3.
where E o/~ may be interpreted as the parameter giving the change

of a property ~ per unit mass for the isentropic interchange of

two elements of fluid separated by a unit vertical distance.

The changes of enthalpy, internal energy, potential energy

and the work done on the system are sumarized in Table 1 for the

isentropic deformation that we have considered.
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internal energy i

of two elements of equal mas e

(internal
Work to
produce inter- E 0 E vVn
change I

Enthalpy Ehl' == E wr¡ 0 Eh == EM?
17

Internal energy Ee~ 0 Ee'1

Potential energy Eint == En? Eext -Ee1 =Eli1-Ee7;11 ;i~

EW~ = Ee1 = Eint
1-7 = f~ l~~ - (~)?J

rêl (di9 n ì ~ d.s J (ò y.)
= f B LN ër + i ) + d 5 -e ) r -: - Ò 't 1,5

I'~ ff.tf ~~) - ¡~Vt- ~1J~;

f OJ Il (.. òCÁ ) Cd)9 + r) + ~ (f' ~) d. 5 JO))~ r èJt ctii / o5l:y OF ~

Eext
?:7

-Ee7

E~7 Ee7 + E Z'(

I)



Exercises i

L that

.- -
5

::

2. Show that the of
r¿

is

l\ _::t:n:: L;" / .¡t T'. '
where T is absolute temperature and f1 is introduced for ( ~)l'

3. Show that the change of enthalpy for the ~sentropic

interchange of two elements of mass can be expressed in the alter-

native form

, (2£) cLG (dX£) cLSEi7=Cp6V+ dl'1 r1ê + op 7~'

i.;here C: Yis the change of temperature of the system per unit

(0 f¡ )distance, Cp is specific heat, hS is introduced for ~ 'Yl.J

and d9/ dz for the potential temperature gradient d-V4r- + r.
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of 3. large o a veri.ical c

s~;a ex extend from tom to the surface of the ocean.

The cl.lurr,r~ in tun" can be considered a part of the total system

e::'ccmpas :n.g thE' entire ocean.

We shall refer to an element, or a pair of elements and

the w~ter between, as the system and we shall examine the

changes 0 variables that can take place, The remainder of the

column will be referred to as the external system.

Because of gravity the p::essure within the colum increases

monotonically with depth. Hence, a phase within the system cannot

have f:,::!.l.te vertical extent. Thermodynamical potentials (energies)

of a ;er~ite portion of the column have. to be expressed as integrals

over the included in the system, Each phase within the syz-

tem free to exchange heat) water and salt with adjacent phases.

cf vvl~~e of a phase wi II affect the location of phases in the

exte!''1alsY:3tem with respect to the gravitational field. Hence, i:.

addi tior! to the usual tliermodyna:ical relationships. we have equa-

t:i-,c'r',1S rei::;' the c'f the:cmodynamic potentials to chaKtges of

1.s1 eiiergy.

Se'i wa~ce;: cr.ntain'3 a large number of dissolved constituceTI.ts

tonic S, rhese s are in relatively t
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ratios to each other in the open ocean. Changes of salinity are due

primarily to the variation in the water content of sea water. If we

assume that the relative proportions of ions is not affected by the

processes that we will be considering, we can combine all the dis-

solved constituents into one component expressed in terms of salinity.

The general equation for the change of internal energy E

of a multi-constituent system of mass M is

dE == TdN - pdV + ~ f¡dm¡ 2.1

whereT is absolute temperature. N entropy. p pressure, V volume,

and)Uj the specific chemical potential of .the i-th constituent of

mass ir .
I

In order to apply the general equation to the sea water

system, we convert it into an equation for a system of unit mass.

Introducing the intensive quantities It

e ElM spec.ific internal energy,

r¿
=: N/M specific entropy.

c£ "" VIM specific 'volume, 

)C.:: m 1M mass fraction of the i-th constituent,
,

and substituting into (2.1) , we obtain the equations

de = Td-r

TYl

.. pdcx + :?,..djt.¡ i I

.. PO( +.2"u,)C.
i i I

2.2

;a,rr,d the

e

-rdT + O(dp .. ~ x¡dfA¡' == 0 2.4
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Assuming that the ratios of dissolved ionic constituents

is constant, we may write

X.
I

= ~, S
l

2.5

where S is salinity and À¡ the ratio of mass of the i-th consti-

tuent to the total mass of dissolved salts. We also introduce a

combined chemical potential ;U 5 for the dissolved salts such that

)is = ;£ À¡¡U; 2.6
i

and a specific chemical potential )U w for water in sea water. Using

these quantities, we can rewrite (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) in the form

de = Td 1 - pdcx + )AdS 2.7

e Tr¡ - pcx +)AS +fAw 2.8

r:pw = -~dT + cxdp - Sd¡U 2.9

where

fI = ¡Us -~w 2,10

is the difference of chemical potentials of the dissolved salts

and water. *

The Gibbs-Duhem equation (2.9) can be written in the form

. ( Ó) Gld.?"w:: - l'.lS n cL í + (0( - S * ) cJ P - s '* J S

= - Y) d. í -+ o(w d.p - s ~ d. s(w òS 2.11

where r¡w and Ow can be interpreted as the partial entropy and

partial specific volume of water in sea water.

'*
See Craig (1960) for a discussion of the disadvantages of intro-
ducing the diff.erence of chemical potentials.
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The system of equations (2.7) to (2.9) can be applied to an

open or closed system and, provided p can be determined, describes

the thermodynamical behaviour of a sea-water system within the limits

As we shal 1 see, the difference of chemical potentials jJ

set by the assumption of constant ionic ratios.

is not completely defined by the equilibrium properties of sea water.

If we assume that specific volume ~ and specific heat C are known
p

as a function of temperature, pressure and salinity, we can obtain

the derivatives

d)J~p .: deJ/as

'2 i. i ¡. a Cf
ò ).lòT");= - T '0 S

2.12

2.13

Furthermore, d?/ÓS can be expressed in terms of the colligative

properties of sea water, e.g., vapour pressure lowering. Hence,

only 
"òP/ôT is not specified completely and is arbitrary to the extent

of an unknown constant. The difference fA is therefore arbitrary to

the extent of a linear f~nction of temperature.

The derivative OfoJ /d S , or from (2.11) -5 d)JÄ.s , can

be expressed in terms ot the frac tional lowering of vapour pressure

over sea water as compared with pure water. If sea water is in equil-

ibrium with water vapour at a given temperature, pressure and salinity,

the specific chemical putential;Uw of the water in sea water must

must equal the chemica1 potential of the vapour Ilv. If we compare

two such equilibrium ~stems of slightly differing salinities, we must

have for the differences of chemical potential
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L:lw :: 6)1" =- t ~ p:: dv I: Pv 2.14

where p V is the vapour pressure and clV is the specific volume of

the vapour. From (2.ll) we have

_ d.k
L:.#w - OIw b. r - s ~S 6.s

Hence,

s t;: -(0('1 -CXw)t6 fÄS
2.l5

Defining r to be the fractional lowering of vapour pressure

pO_ P/po ,where pO is the vapour pressure of pure wâter at

the same temperature, we have

, 5 %; pruv -C(w) ~
. 0 0

"' Poc(. Ô r ~ 1?T Ò l' - _ Ò)J~

- 1- r ôS - -- OS - ~
where we have assumed that CÀ¡) is negligible (O(v~)d;w)and

introduced the perfect-gas law for the vapour phase.

2.16

have

From (2.16) we obtain

/Jw=~~ -r7?ï$nCI-:r) 2.17

or

~ _ J 'd#w
òS - - -Š d-:=

Ki 2!
5 ( I~ (3 5 ~ 0

2.l8

Hence, ap~s can be evaluated from experimental determinations of

vapour pressure lowering over sea water.

The interpretation of the arbitrary linear function of

temperature in )4 is relatively simple if we formulate the expres-

sion for entropy in terms of the thermodynamic potential ~ ' where



2l:r

g e - T'r -to 'f OC

=ps ..)Aw

== 5ps + (1- S)¡Uw 2.19

Differentiating with respect to temperature at constant pressure

and salinity, we obtain

~ - -"hòT - ( .: S ójJ$ (i - S) ó¡U.sôT 1- 'aT

LS 15 -+ li-s)rrwJ

2.20--

where '? J and 'Z ware the partial specific entropies of the dis-

solved salts ~nd water respectively. If ~/òT contains an arbitrary

constant, then from the relation

a1(T ~ - '0):
òS

2.21

the entropy l must contain an arbitrary linear function of salinity.

Consequently, from (2.20), 15' and 1iu contain arbitrary constants.

The arbitrary constants can be eliminated by defining zero-entropy

reference phases for the salts and water.

Having obtained the necessary equations to describe the

thermodynamical system, we shall examine briefly the conditions of

equilibrium in the ocean. In thermodynamical equilibrium, the temper-

ature of two phases in contact with each other must be equal and the

differences on chemical potential equal to the work required to move

a uni t m~ss from one phase to the other. Hence, for equilibrium



¿j T -= Ùë

6/,S ,. D/U/A) ': - dq;)

¿j).r :: 0 2. ~ 2..2

As the vertical gradient of fA rHrst væÜsh in equi librium,

we have

.0L = ~ ~ + ~ ascr~ .0 P d. ~ " 5 d. ?

(.~J-) :: - ria f' =òp~ ¡.!dS

:: 0

-ac:/~
00. (è; 5 2.23

(~) =. -($ :: ) 1 ~ / ~,Mg ,~3-L¡ ~c/j(m m.o /dS
The salinity increases slightly with pressure in the equilibrium

state to offset the effect of gravity.

Conduction and Diffusion

If the distribution of temperature and salinity deviates

from the equilibrium, heat conòuctiòn and salt diffusion will tend

to restore the equilibrium gradients. The flux of heat and salt

will d~pend on the difference betwee.n actual and equilibrium gra-

dients; In the absence of turbuler.t motion, the molecular transport

pro~e~ses will reduce the vertical temperature gradient to zero and

the salinity gradient to -f'S' 1. e.. reduce the gradient of ¡. to

zero.

Ass~ing the flux of heat and salt to be proportional to

the gradie!mtg, we may express the fluxes in the form

FC; = - /to. cLlá~ (herJt ) 2.24



and
,.5 r" ':; n I

(scdt)r- ;: k~" L d....
+ ¡ s i

;; . /d~ J 2.2)

If turbulence is pres~nt, turbulent transport processes

,.,Till tEnd T"r, equaliz'2 salinj,ty 2",d e,~.::'QPY rather than. temperature

and chêmical potential difference, Hence, under the 'mixing-length ì

hypothesis, the turbulent fluxes would be of the fo:i:m

.
FQ = - *' (cil. -t 0)Q á?

FS = - ks(~~~)

2.26

2.27

where k~ and kS are ~ddy coefficients of conductivity an9 dif-

fusivity respectively.

Values of the molecular conductivity k, diffusivity D

and viscosity JU for sea water are not accurately known. Mont-

gomery (1957) gives the values

RQ /fep = K' 0.00l39 (OoC, 35%.)

O.00L49 (20°C, 35%0)

kS/J :: .. 0.0000068 (OOC, 35%0)

= 0.0000129 (200C, 35%0)

pi! :. )) 0.01826 (OOe, 35%0)

0.01075 (200C, 357..)

The Prandtl number V!Kfor sea water is 13.1 at OOC and 7.0 at

200C for a salinity of 35%.. To a very rough order of approxima-

tion, we ca.n take the ratios of salt arid heat diffusivity and vis~

cositytobe

D K v = 1 100 1000 2.28



rhe values of the coefficients ror turbulent transport

are apparently much higher a~¿ show c00siderable variabi lity

(Sverdrup et. a1 i 1942).

Summary of the,:mo£Yi~amii:al_i~j..L£.,Lt:im;\r; an..~ relationships

The variables normally measured in the ocean are

temperó.ture, salinity and pressure. We shall regard these as

the independent variables.

GenEral Definitions (After Guggenheim, 1950)

The thermodynamic functions (internal energy, entropy,

specific volume, ete.), denoted by the general function l, are

related to' the partial func tions, ~ and Ý'w' by

~ = ScpS + (I-S)Cfw

where

p =- (n + (1-5) ~s í 05
l¡l

a~=~-S~
By subtraction

:£:: 4's - Pw
õS

Thermodynamic Potential g

~ :: e - T"l -t PC(

:: l- S + fA w

= S,M.s 4(I-S)J1w= S~; + 
(I-S)3w

oLd' -'lciT+cxd.p+p.d.s



Intern~ energy e

e :: ~ + T'1-' p;x .~ ~ - T ~~ -' p %¥

.. se i" (!-s)e J- .5 . t.
de == TcL-r -- pdoi +¡Ud.S

=(Cn~f)lT - (P~-rTlr)c1F+0-Î* - Pt~:)d5

Enthalpy h

\1 -:e -t pei :=S+ T~ = d - T %f

;: s ~s + C i - 5) ßi u.J

d.h ~ T ol? + 0( cl p +- )A d s

~ Ctd.T+LO(- T ff)d F ~0 -I *)d oS

Free energy f

Lf :: e-T? =- ~ -Fe( : d -r*
:: s,R s + ( l-sLf I.

£it:: - 'i d 1 - P d cR + p d s

~ -(ri- p ~)dT-~ft ~ f-r~-l ~)dS

Ent ropy ~
"ò ..

Y( =- -UT
:: 57s + (1-5) ,?w

d n :: .. ~ e + 1. 01 d\ - e.~ s. '( T .., TC ~. J Õ- :: .J-\ _ - ~ b - ~oLs
- i "'Qi r ôT
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.§eci fie Vo)ume 0(__.
"

g

I' '"'!, r i' -. S'¡O(~ '.1 \f

) ò:)rfS ;; ex +(i-'-~; ò.s
dcxc; w ':: ex -- 5 35'

Derived reI at ions hip s

?/ d~ :: - ::;: ~_Ó Td5 as dTii "' -~-= (J ::
Õi~F c) T ëi P

02-

~ dCX~:: ::
óS êl P ?i

Specific Heat c
p _ d ó.Cp ~ ) ~ = - T ÒT\

-acp' =

òp

~=
õ5

ê) ~o(

- T aT'-

E.- T õ T~

Isometric heating (tiC( = d. s :: 0 )

T cJ r¡ ~ C p d. T - T l~ c: P :: C v~ T

d.o: ; ~ q T i" ~ ol P ~ 0

For dT ~ 0, the determinant of the coefficients must vanish, i.e.,

Cp - Cy - Trf
- 0-

~ ~
aT õp



therefore, "¡ \ o-h /
¡--' r -,.-" (___ \ I' 2i eX ~ 0l.'f _.l. 'f -- i \ ttT/ / '~-p f"

Adiabatic pressul'2 c.h~nges (d"¡):: d 5 ;: 0 \-"'--- \" ( /
d"l =

Cpd. TÒlcl i ()
T---c)Tcir ~

d~
aT(n) :: -r;3 f/1 Cp

Adiabatic compressibility (d~ -: d s :; D)

~~ = %fdi + f~ dp = (õ~) eLFòp ~

cd:r¡ ;: -f dT ~dp = CJ
òT

for dp *' O. the determinant of the coefficients of dp and dT

must vanish, i. e.

~
( ( de( \ d~ Jôí òp)~ - ãp

- 0 -- -
~ _ êi eX

T òT

. 2.
_(dO( \ _ ~ + .. (~)-- II 1i1 - òp Cf õT

~ Cv -aQ( _ .l ~

Cf dl ~ If õp
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We cari deiiu¿ t~e g:i .~,9. c;,)lUin'C~ D£ sea ''i8.t.er to

b ?2q~J.J. 1 to the s 1,)lJ~ '~i.: t;1 e ('!:\-:".C e c. c:acn ?b,ase e"ç:;,;:i eqnili-

bri",J.ID bE:-tr,42èíl pnase3 does no:' CX.iS"C.; The to'Lal erJ.ergy can then be

expressEd as an integral O",c.T' depth of the c'pecific energy content.

E

energy E

r ;' edz
~8
surface and bottom of the ocean respectively,

is given by

M

( edm
)o

3.l

Thus. the total internal

where r sand Ze are the

f is density, M the total mass of the column (of unit cross section)

and il a mass coordinate defined by:
'( (~ì:: r 'pcb~ )

~e

yn

'E-i!B= rcxdm,
.,

3.2

The total enthalpy H is given byM(M
H -: r hd.m:: ) (e-t pcx)cim

o M M
- E + P rd eLm) r * rcXcLnidm

i: ()

+ .J((i~ (:: _ :=i:) .. vy:= E 4- ~ ~ 5 (J ~ 'g L.i/l¡) ,
o

::E+F,rs +Xs 3.3

where l( is the potencial energy relative to the bottom of the

ocean ~a" If we neglect the contribution to (3.3) by atmospheric

pressuLe, we obtain the simple relationship

H =E-t'/ 3.4

Changes of total enthalpy for which the total mass of the

coluæ~ is constant, are given by



8\- ~bE -tfJX
fl¡

- b f t.,. c( 'y(
D

I..Mi ¡
_)e:edm+

o

/1\1, / \ d
\ /\ ( PI?;)1 YrL

) .-, ~ '. -
o

3.5

We have already seen that (3.5) is true for the isentropic inter-

cha.nge of fluid elements (Table I).

If a change or deformation takes place in a portion of

the colum centered about Yna corresponding to a level ~o , and

extending from mo - m/2 to m + m/2, the change of potential
o

energy is given by
M

D.X-= .6H-bU ~ r.6(pO()a.Yh
o

'lo +rnl.

- r c.P"') elm
nio _m/~ 3.6

as no change of pO( occurs outside of the subsystem Yì .

Thus, the total potential energy change can be determined from

(3.5) by integrating only over the portion of the system in

which the deformation takes place.

Non-isentropic and Isenthalpic Deformations

Having obtained and reviewed some of the necessary ther-

modynamical concepts, we can examine the energy transformations

associated with non-isentropic or irreversible deformations. We

have derived and listed in Table I the energy changes associated

with the isentropic interchange of two elements of sea water of

equal mass separated by a unit vertical distance. We now let ~g~

heat and salt from these elements diffuse into the surrounding fluid...



The diffusion is assJine.d to take pla;:E: at ,::onstant pressure so

that no further ch.ange of en.th~iJ.py t akB5 p i ace", However:: a

change of volume and henee, of internal and potential energy,

accompanies the diffusion,. As enthalpy does not change, the

change of internal energy must be equal and opposite to the

change of potential energy (Equation 3,5). Adding these addi-

tioual energy changes to the changes derived previously, we ob~

tain the parameters

t.A = f¡,
1J

Ee =: Ee1-pVo(

Ex ': E~y¡ + pVit

3.7

3.8

3.9

where, from (1..11),

r. ~., ~
~ = - Ld,.söC - d~

8;5~1 ~ - i;; 0:
Cr J

3. lO

The deformation, consisting of an isentropic inter-

ehange followed by diffusion, can be regarded as rudimentary

form of turbulent mixing. Elements 'of fluid are displaced mech-

anical1y and diffused into their new surroundings. The energy

for the displacement must come from the kinetic energy of the

motion. As the total deformation is irreversible, there is a

conversion of kinetic energy into internal and potential energy.

Let us assume that the energy for the vertical displace-

ment comes entirely from the vertical component of velocity and

that the horizontal compone~t of momentum is conserved throughout

the deformation. Under these conditions, some kinetic energy of



.~ t~ :: \. -, ,~ ,.~- ~c:"() !- 1 ~,~. ~J L';:'"":~; ~ a. (~ .:

)'Y i ,.'. 1 7 ,~~ .t.- ~~ a Î'n~
,(..

'C.

"V '7': 1 ~) c i. t",",. "v:l r.:c:¡'~T:,'. ;_,t L.:-n '." )~. h. ,_J f 1.. ~:\ .:3. J.. v (-" J. 0.:: i t "'v' 1.'" .1. S

suçh th.'?';

Y'Y 1 ,- - /,1-1 ~..':/ "- ,. '\, ì/'".', ì r 1.. ; i ';. .' j ) :: 0 3.11

I1:€: tGtê.l kiQiê:tic energy .::~ a::.'- amcu:i.t

D K :: \12. Yr v:l_ (3 m i':)~ + ~mi-'J~) :: - y"m (rr~~ )( 1/2 -v¡')
3.12

In the. deÍJtm8t:i.or,l that we have C;r)'"3idered, the difference of

veloci ties betT.,8en the t"l0 elem.en?:s of fluid is

V V ~ 4 ~ cLc:2 - i '" L 3.13

so that the kinetic energy change per unit mass is

. :i

6 K = - (dJ..) cL z: ~ -: E d.:~ =-
K

3.14

The work required to produce the interchange is ~ and

the kl.net¡¡.:~ i::ner-gy converted from horizontal motion is EI( It

can be ar.gLed that if the loss of kinetic energy by the defo~a-

tion is g:(eater than the energy required to produce the deforma-

tion, the. system ~s unstable and the deformation will occur spon-

taneously. Richardson (1920) introduced a parameter similar to

the ratio

If i - E n/F", t /f V )"i

(~ 3. l5

as a criterio~ for the development of turbulence. If the ratio

is greater than unity, t~rbul~~~c will decay or be absent. The

ratio (3. l5) is called the Richardson number. It is generally very



large in the ocean wi th values of t e of . iri t"..Te¿:~k c.'U.ri-en ::

but ¡nay approach 1.1nity ín str()nr.~ CUJ:r~2Tlts buch as tIie Gulf Strearn.

It does n!)t p:ro\rld.~-~ an unaxnbigucus indei'= for tbi:~. deve.lop..'

ment of turbulence an.d a.ttempts havs been madeit:ithout much success

to make it more meaningful by including eddy viscosity and diffu-

sivity. It may be more meaningful in discussing the stability of

more h1ghly organized motion such as internal waves,

Isenthal£ic Deformations

A deformation similar to that described above can take

place by molecular diffusion. We shall consider a segment of

water of ma.ss 'h' In the general case there will be a diffusion

of heat, salt, and water into and ,within the segment. Assuming no

lateral exchange, we may write the conservation equations

r. . Mo -t '!

b. cL-n =0
trD-%

Ñ1D 1'1%

,1 f S 11m ~ -r'"().t r

n1,,-'Y . '
¡Mil +o/~

~ A tl ff1 -: -(~,. - f')~ t
hi, ./1'/:1

(3.16)

(3.l7)

(3.18)

where F sand Fh are the salt and enthalpy fluxes, and ~ t is a

time interval for the deformation.

Expanding in a Taylor Series about M , we ob~aino

'J

_(F.1._FI)ât~ ~S m +i6~ 'l3+l s S 0 -i"l a. m i. '" . , . . (3.19)

- (~..- F~)~ t" -:fj Æ" m+-llj ~~t. ÎI' 4o. . . . (3.20)
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App lying these basic conservation laws, we obtain the

change for a general property ~

(0 J, if,. .
b. rCPdrn:: b,~rn +~ b~~ 1n:J .,-=(~% Ll~ø+~.6 S~)- tf~ Â ~~ Ï? ~+ 3.21
h1D -""1

Substituting for 451) and L: Îi() from (3.13) and (3.14), we have

.6 (tptr = - g(F.'"-F.1\1t _~/F.2._£)1 littJ.d(c! _~ d.1h _dcp â)\ m'
, r Ò)1 11 'ij õSV.t 5 11f dtr? af¡-;i. -r dmr: ~3

= - ~(fl.')+ft(F.':F;)Jl't+ ,'i f1~~~+;t~H~~ 3.22

Case 1 (F2 ,Fl) :l 0, open system

from the Taylor expansion, we obtain

M.t~lI

6j U.. - 6t."' + ~ /l h'Om'+ (( 6 l,~~ .. + .. · : -( F, ~ ¡¡'y, 1"

M.

ò f lidm :: t lj A 0 ~/'4" ~ A'¡ 'f "W" + ;f 61ilt tf l1- . ..: -(~ '-1=')A t 3.23
.+- ~lf

so that

t ~ ~-i -mo& = - (~). +~ "- 2 ¡; )At

. 1/ rl '~'I:.
~ - 1+ ~ )1~Li 1:

d "" ,.
3.24

Hence

lj~
WI

-- d ,. Ft tJ 1:-i
A similar expression is obtained for .ó S,. .



F..- F i ' r' ¡;Approximating h h by d.rJ¡ ~ -r¡1 and '$'..-
/a111

¡: i by d;;
.s -; n,

we obtain

L\ (tp dm -; - r ~ di=r +~. d 1=.$)' -yr¡ At + O(.~ tw?)P (ò h -¡ 0$ cr , 3.25

Hence the rate of change of r¡ per unit mass per unit time is

alp _ _ Õ~ 4J dfP eLlSõt - ri m - ~ ~ 3.26

Case II F2 = Fl = 0 (isolated system)

In the case of an isolated systemJ

Aj,h1 :: + ~ F: b.tl'm'l 3.27

~ 5iv
6

-: -l S F sA t /'n .. 3.28

and

6 f(fdrn =: -l ~h rim (~)F;0 + ~ (~9 F;)~A t. 3.29

Neglecting the numerical coefficient,we obtain for the

rate of change of " per unit mass and time the expression

~=+~(~)~ +1m(rš)~sJ = 19' 3.30

As we are considering an isolated system, we can consider f p as

the internal source of lf due to diffusion. The open system

(3.26) can be written

~ = _ d /Òfl r. + alp ñ) + rJ. ~ ) ¡.:;, + l-(~., ) Fs 7
ò t am l dh h 'd oS Lll' r 0 i- Q' a 5 '.

- - d F" i- -- -t lp
dm

3.31
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Hence, we can consider the change of a general property

r. due to diffusion as being equivalent to a diffusive flux Frp

and an internal source ip In general, all properties, except

enthalpy and salt content, will have a non-zero source in dif-

fusion processes.

The explicit expressions for the fluxes and sources for

entropy and internal energy are

l. Entropy flux Fry

F'l~ ~. FA + ~ Fs,~ ~ ~G~)fL F.s 3.32

Substituting

(~lS~JT +e~Ùff)/."~\-.6
- - ~~ _p- Ta)J~i = _.l/r 'i 3.33

we obtain

F? : F: - ~ f5 ~ * - d~ F$
where 1'= FA,- A.~ is interpreted as a "heat'" flux.

3.34

2. Entropy source ~

i~ ~ g (~)FA -r ~ (H-) F~

:. --: d. Fil -J- ~ rc.s 4- r; \ FsT êI l) 7 as ~ sj 3.35

where

rs =: - ~ ~ o."N /õs\
-lP/'!l :: a 'òtJ!Òs :. -l ãm)l



3. Internal energy flux Fe

c ( do( ) h dOC i-r~:: /-PFh' -f.. =- Põ5 rs

-= F - P- ~ f= - f!: F 3.36fi -c òí i à s .s

4. Internal energy source ie.

'te = ~ C-%) I=A + ~ (f;) 1=:

'" - L1;(t~)J I=i +(l(p ~: )Jr:

~ -t~(l~)J~+~(p~)J~)
-+.r b r ~-t .. + dJs Fi J 3.37c.p ôT L m c.p di
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Exercises

1. Show that the parameter t t. giving the total change of potential

energy for an isentropic interchange followed by diffusion can be

expressed in the form, si.mílar to (3.30),

E ~ -: £ It 7 - t.~ 1 - p ~

.. "ft:úo*J(~-~~1+~LF%;J*)+f* E/,'

2. Derive an èxpression for the entropy change for the deformation

considered in Exercise i.
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The Navier-Stokes Equati,:)I)s

We have examined in detail the various enel:gy

tra,,\zformatio:i.s that occur if a stratified fluid such as a

layer of sea water is deformed in a simple and completely

specified way. Non-linearities in the dependence of specific

volume on temperature and salinity result in internal "sources"

of kinetic energy leading to changes of potential energy of

the layer and the surrounding medium.

Having examined the energy transformations in simple

deformations, we can now interpret them in a more general form

in the Navier-Stokes equations for momentum and energy conser-

vation. We shall also try to assess the possible importance

of the energy changes in geophysical systems.

The general conservation equations for momentum and

energy for a sea-water system are còmplicated by the presence

of the dissolved salts. We shall, therefore, examine briefly

the derivation of the general equations.

The momentum balance in a finite volume fixed rela-

tive to the earth is expressed by



".¡"_:

lt rlL1¡dV
v :. -lft)/-LJrJJdAs

j'itîJAJlJPLlRd. 1/
v

Rate of change
of momentum

Convection of momentum
by current l.t

Momentum change due
to Coriolis force

- rpJ¿jhjdA
oS

fr~dl/ot¿
V

Momentum change due
to net pressure force

Momentum change
due to gravi ty

+.fr. . n' ciA
I.J J

s 4.1

Momentum change due
to net viscous force.

The unit'vector nt is directed outward and perpendicular to

the surface of integration.

Applying the divergence theorem

if/ion' 

etA = S dÆrlV'1) J õx .5 If J
to (4.1) to reduce all integrals to volume integrals and assuming

4.2

that the volume can be chosen arbitrarily we obtain the momentum

conservation equations

opu,¿ + dJhLilLi -2"',..n.pl, i. - 'aP D~ + 'd'lj
êf òxj ..'Jf1:...1, - -~' -,T~, ô~J

4.3

that must be satisfied at every point of the fluid.

For the kinetic and internal energies, we have

..



~~ ;~i,i:+ -~

convection by
ccirre:it

- ~
JflÁj oX: d VV :.

rate of work
against gravi ty

kr!(ei-kJdV;:
V

- (fOrr- + k \A.' "')' d A

Y ,~ . /J' J .
s

-1 rl)J ~ elA:s
-+ i LAi l LJYi' cLA.s

rate of work
against pressure

rate of work
against viscous forces

- SG nj etAs
net diffusion of
internal energy

4.4

Transforming to volume integrals, we obtain

òp(e:rk) 'ò~Je+/t)~j=- _ ÕPu.i -pU' 0" _ ôG + a-u.til

òt + O"XJ Ô1lj J dt "aXj òx.j
4.5

for the conservation of kinetic and internal energy at a point.

In addition to the momentum and energy conservation

equations, we have two equations expressing the conservation

of mass and salt. These equations have the form

ÈL .r) p u'.ò1: + E- .. 0
4.6

or ~.l i/t dl.'~ ~
J

:i 4.7

where

-l
D 1:

': d -+ u' d~ J~' 4.8

for the conservation of mass and



'+5 -

afS.-
at

+ 0 y5 ~Lí _ _ ~ r~~- ox;
"

for the conservation of salt, the flux of salt relative to

the motion of the fluid is denoted by
sF.. ,

/,

Using (4.6), we obtain the transformation

g'P + d.P0uj _ f J:
òt ~)r' - Drj

for a general property ~.

From the momentum equation, we obtain by contracti.on

wi t h U. i :

o D(K+CP) :: - U' Ê£ -t U¡ C;ôTi,l

¡ 1)1; J òtj ~.
for the rate of change of "mechanical" energy.

Subtracting (4.11) from (4.5), we find that the

internal energy change is given by

f~ :. - p OU.1 - ò FJ.' + t.. (Ju.¿Dt' ò'tJ òtj J,J -E
'"

-r d LJU:
The term (.,.. i is theIJ fJ'lJ
energy and is assumed to be

dissipation function for kinetic

positive definite.

Enthalpy Equation

Substituting (4.7) for the velocity divergence, we

obtain the enthalpy equation

P DlL ~ f D(e4-t)ocl -:1)1: Dt.
DP õFj-li
1) t - ò Xj I(

4.9

4. LO

4.11

4.12

4.13
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t chvwhere ~l\ is introduced for the dissipation function ij ~"
J

For an isentropic flow

(/ H-)\ .: 01 D P )D t 7 J)t 4.14

hence, we may write (4.13) in the form

p r 12jJ)~ Î1 J :: _. ~ +- Cl~
L Dr \::Pt:i) òx'j l)

From (4..15), we see that the enthalpy change by

4.l5

non-isentropic processes consists of the diffusion of enthalpy

into the region and the creation of enthalpy by the dissipation

of kinetic energy. The dissipation of kinetic energy is the

on ty internal source of enthalpy.

From the thermodynamical relationship

.. :: T J2 + 0: 7J p -+ lA..in J)t' Dt "Dr
4.16

we can derive the relationship

f (?1ì -æl) l :. lJCp rJ)yt - r 12 J -i.ph Rá1: G5t? J L :Dt J)t .s Dt:
dF.

-: - ~ of ok.
J

Substituting for p ~tfrom (4.9) ~nd rearranging terms, we

. obtain

4.17

jCl(~~ -~) J=
?

a t.' -hs F/) _ òPu F~ -+ q,
)(J õ7 J cit

òFJls òhs s
~ - 8)l' ¡:J + i~J J

4.18--

where
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. -J)-P
(~~tJ ~ (1 ~~t='-."-''' (I J.
1.15 ~ h ,_$
r- i :: J- i.' -, .s ¡- l

4.19

4.20

-tThe flux ~. can be interpreted as a heat flux. The
'òh i:.sterm ~ f '
õt.j J

the heat of mixing of the fluid. For zero temperature and

is of the form of a source and represents

pressure gradients, it reduces to the more usual form of

the heat of mixing (heat of dilution ~ dS FS' ).~S Ðij ..

Entropy Equation

The entropy equation can be formulated from the

equation

l? - i 12 -!2 12 _ JL ps .
1)1: - T lìt -r J)t: T;or

4.21

Multiplying through by the density f and substituting the

fluxes for enthalpy. and salt, we have

f ~ : -1- ~~' + ~'r &= pfl ·J) T tJ T T t.J
Writing (4.22) in the form of a £~ux and a source, we obtain

4.22

fb.= -l. r £: -.t F~l --l II F~- 'd:!ï't-l£1) 0 ¡(j L i i J J T Ò'l j J "l'.J T,'-_ ~.. . íJ --~ - --Flux ~ Source i~

4.22(a)

The source or rate of entropy production d~ can be further

transformed to

q -.h rJ èl- F'f L.~;L ¡as -I: øP) F~ J 4.23n1- T - LTi ãX j + í ãS l~ s~ J
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where

r. dE5 d)('
J *t~tJ))J 4.24

is the equilibrium salinity gradient in the presence of a

pressure gradient d Ph;L i.
J .

The entropy prodtiction is positive definite if we

assume phenomenological laws for heat and salt flux of the form

l'
~

FL'f =- - )' d %x ~

F.~ =: - 1) (ô S _ r: r) P )l. 8 'ií. .$T¡

4.25

4.26

More generally, we can assume

ct- _ _ i. rr _ t(lÆ _ n è.)
'i. - It di 'fS Ô t¿ , s a tL

~$ 0 ë3T DUdS ndP)
r-, = - C:S4L -- - T'.- S ~L 0 l/ xl 01-¡ O'~t

4.27

4.28

In this case, the requirement for 't1 to be positive definite

implies

(.e~-t T ~ fs~t (47* kii
The phenomenological laws relating fluxes to paten-

tiais or "forces" refer, strictly speaking, to Qlolecular trans-
~ cf(.-

-

port proceases,", The separation of the flow of energy, momentum

or matter into convective and diffusive flux t~rms implies .a,
..~ .".,

averaging process at some microscopic scale. The velocity repre-

sents'â mean velocity, weighted according to the masl of var~ns

molecules involved i~ the flow. Motion of pflrticular
C_::;::'
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relative to the mean represents diffusion.

On a macroscopic scale, the total flow of a property

S, can be separated by averaging into convection, repre-

senting the flow p ~ 5 associated with the mean flow of mass

.. I.~, and a "diffusive" flux (pi.;) 's' t-F! rr1representing

the flow relative to the mean flow of mass, where (fU¿ Y,S'

are deviations having zero average wi th respect to the particu-

lar averaging process chosen.

The macroscopic flux of heat and salt may be written, -
FiCV ~ (ltÁ., Cp(T'-rp'j ~ pCp (Ù.:T')
S (. J' i - ii-)

,¡;. = fJu.. 5 =: .. L U S

kif
(.

= _ fiG; / ~T I.L #ep /at-~

-F=~òrt¿

~ -(iZ);it;t¿

= - (u;' 5 ya%;!t'

4.30

4.31

to be

4.32

4.33

Eddy coefficients for heat and salt flux can be defined

K~ -:
L

For molecular processes, the flow of heat is more rapid than

the flow of salt, Le., r(t' ~~ f\: In many parts of the

ocean, particularly in deep water, the spacial variation of

temperature and salinity appears to be closely correlated so

that the ratio (òT~~is constant.

If the ratio is constant for the fluctuations also,

h K/9 :: v S. d i di i hwe must ave 1\ Un er certa n con tons, t e more
rapid molecular thermal conduction can produce gravitational
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instability resulting in salt convection by "salt fingers".

Viewed macroscopically, this process can imply K'? K~

Hence, in interpreting the effects of the flux 6f heat and

salt on energy conversion it is necessary to examine the

relative effects of each type of flux 0

Kinetic Energy Equation

The equation for conservation of mechanical energy

(4.11), written in the form of a flux and a source, is

D J)(K+ Ø) :: -2. (PU-j + U¡ T'LJo) + p dU-í _ t1L. 4.34.J J)t '/ Ò,xJ Ô;ij lJ"
The term p ÒU-0,tJ is further transformed to .

-p ~: P¡i 'Do( ~ Pf r~h l2,.(Jcl DP +~ ~J~ ¡(d J) 1: L 1) -0 1)"t 0 S ¡)t
': -lpfdo( /J -lDh) J + ?Jot 1M + rct ~ ~J J2) 4.35"F L 1J \1) 7 d-S J) r F? ò p. 1)1:

Substituting the enthalpy and salt flux, we obtain

óu. i 'L fdr/ l-lf ) _ ~ a F~ L ri&I \ DP"P ô)l1 P ahT rJxJ' +1~ dš otj--r + ~"1)?fi5

" -~ ~li;f¡+ p~ FJJ+~lPf2JrrtLflp~)J¡f .~

+P-*Ó/t 4~36'
Converting further to temperature, we have

P d/J t d rf' ~ ¡::Cl . do( S J ,le ')
, ~~1 ~-~t.j L ãr ~ -+ p d sF.)' - .P~~-l1

+G~j(p ttjJ~ + L-lj (ph)JFj
+-lk rQ. -(~ £1 + -ab~ t~)J 4.37
Cp n L 15'" a ~ j C P ò 'fJ' J .
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The final fOl~ of the mechanical energy equation

Call be obtained by substituting (4.37) for pdlLj/dXJ;

in (4.34).
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Part V.

Interpretation of the energy parameters

The energy parameters E 1\ ' EX', ' E e i¿ foI; isentropic

and Eli . Ex' E é for nonisentropic processes can be interpreted

as unit deformati~ns that indicate the direction of energy ex-

chap.ge in mixing processes. Multiplied by a diffusion coefficient,

these parameters indicate the rates of energy conversion. As

the parameters have been determined in terms of an isentropic

exchange of unit masses of sea water, the exchange coefficients

for heat and salts are equal. We can remove this restriction by

introducing more general enthalpy and potential energy parameters

of the .form

* - r-;;x ~ 7( F.SJ
- - DCI I.. --' F' -r - .

f K q. Eh'i - .. () L': h L (7 s t
5.1

("' ( ',\ ~ f "'._) S
Ow ..:-.f, - -+ ..~, r~ IF.' + ;'- ,I ,", t-./~.. p, J) I \ 4 L /. - ( )l J _ ..-,) J j t j \ r :::::i J

5.2

These parameters reduce to the one-dimensional form previously

considered for

F - C - Ci .-í---.~i .t F: -= -1\8 I 4L ~ l' \ - ("';' ks ctL$,'3 .\Q.è) ci!
_. _ " I¡.-~ --. f/ clss d.*

5.3

_5
i- -
i I ,- 'A.

5.4

and kG' ~ 1-( ,~"" --
Using the generalized parameters, we may write the

equation for mechanical energy in the form
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D ('k ,ì ') "\ ( \ ~ ) "-. \ +- f ,--_~. 1/ ,. "í c .\
r _.:~~~: :I-'C~~ ,-"'!J --I""'j j-Qc--r~-~h- íft -/(~~/;?

;¿ "0 K", I.E_.) ç;J -t
r 'I ,)) --l..Cj J i- n.i. J ~ -' (j I

¡ 1/
; ¡ \ t-,

-,¥
t :x 5.5

By adding -;:r%'t to both sides of (5.5), we can transform

tb.e equation to

rirDCK+l-l'. "-J+(Ls\ i:: :p t_#-LlLT~:-(/~P~!ý'q¡ L -:r '.:D': J), J (1: G I j J c llJ b t..

+ ~ l"!)./ ~:: ;;;..J '¡') kr E ~ -5.6- .' \(' 4- _, " ) -' ,.
, t,J '1

w'here

(~.t.X -. 'l ~/
i'j.~QP

II-:r 5.7

2- =- i/.I(1"

Hydrostatic approximation

If we introduce the hydrostatic approximation

cJ. 4 :: - :x elf) :. § d. r 5.8

'(,i(l'e can wri te i
ø::. J 5 '-. .:1 F''Ps :?s
-:7" + P,,'Á.i - p;x - J riî;- d r

2-
5.9

where l:: = c¡'c + ~ i's is the geopotential at the free surface

?-:; r 5 ' and p~) ) ::'l. S the pressure (atmospheric) and specific

voi~me at the surface. For convenience, we shall neglect atmos-

pheric pressure, and neglect the tenn ps ::¿s in (5.9).

We may write
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è r~
( 5 ( ~ ('" r. \ _ (P a~_ d: .- \ tJ OX '. L '1 -t.177-+ g.:~ J 1i +- _F) è ~ ) i è'v'" d -- ,I ~I 5 071 ) ¡~ë- i! 'C c-

I' z." .' F'
( ;, E ( --1):'- ,.1 1-'
I il, - ~ d. 'i ~', y .. '-, I~.. ./ C P2: -0

;./ J p i~.~.- a i:'(. p 0 i3

5. iO

,
Substitution of (5.9) and (5.10) into (5.6) yields

r ë.s
l LD, (1/ .l A - r; ¡:: rl;; \1- Q£ .. () Ll." tí.' - i''D' t' ~ i \ ' "t S ~ i-f '~/.J - -C,.L I ~ J R.~ ,I '"r"t AC'lJ ..'

(/. (ìU ':2 E~ )+)1. ~~-t a~j l/\(, L; hj J r~q i- X 5.11

where

J)-
v+

,f ì--'; .' p

) -."y."

o

5. l2p /~::.x. Ð P/(; ) r' 15
.',:.lx df'
C 'p

is assumed to be negligible. This is equivalent to assuming

that the adiabatic compressibility ~ ;~ p is a function

of pressure only, .1. e. ~ that no changes of internal energy

can occur in isentropic processes. In the ocean, E e ~ is

, and the assumption seemsusually much less than E,fI
or E X"1

.-:

~;, 1- in the factor multiplying Ibk
1 t s magnitude does not exceed

reasonable. The term f6p

in (5.6) is also neglected.

LO -2.

If we assume that the motion at SOme depth r\" in

the ocean is small so that horizontal pressure gradients can

be neglected, we can evaluate Is

As the kinetic energy at such a depth would be small,

we have
#5-; j.~ Eh J'têr S.l3. ...\
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provided, of course, that strong fluxes of heat and salt do not

occur at rr" Hence, at every other layer in which .the diffu-

sive terms are negligible, steady flow must satisfy a Bernoulli

equation of the form

k + J= (IL d.?- = constant 5 .14

.R 'i \

along each streamline. Thus, the flow is sensitive to any

processes that affect the stability E h of deeper layers, and

/\
to changes of the elevation ?, of the free surface.

.41~ For the hypothetical two-layer ocean,

(f). .: L,P:¡ ~ i"Z- 2".)) J - delta function) ,.' ," ~. ,
(5.14) becomes zero for ?-.: z " (lower layer) and

K + ~! j ?, - k + ~ ~ h = constant 5.15

/.
:: h is the thickness of thefor the upper layer, where .i;;

upper layer.

Because the compressibility of sea water is slight,

1\
~ can b~ interpreted as the g~ometric distance to the free

syrface (=2s -~).

A simpler form of (5.11) can be obtained by assuming

that only vertical diffusive fluxes are important. Assuming

further that the"diffusion coefficients for heat and salt are

equal and constant, and that viscous stresses are of the form

;. ..-. . k' Ll'L 'J :: L, 3 ~. /'~' n-."'~ 5.16

...
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we obtain the energy equation

.- " i
.+ c ):= ~ 1" 1\'11

,

¿.
J/

- ."~.
L,; '..~

.,1 k'i 'c"
':," I-' ::
~,.: ~.

.. i.' 1-
-, i 'w, _..y 5.l7

where
~

J-;J:,:
,"

¡.-1, 5.18

'Ii,,:'
k ~., .

_, It,--,
I; z:

w~~ 5.19
~ ;i"

Equation (5.17) contains two terms in the form of

sources - the dissipation function ,k. representing loss of

kinetic ,energy and K.c, L: X representing production of potential

energy due to
'0.,,(/

k c/¡ ..J.eYO, ',.~ -' ,.

or destroy it.

heat and salt diffusion. The divergence terms

2;-;"t. I

'ò ~-i
The

redistribute the energy but do not create

time-derivative of pressure is present

because no local horizontal accelerations can occur from a

vertical shift of the mass field.

In a homogeneous layer, the flux terms vanish and

K +~! is constant along a stre~line for steady flow. For
steady flow in a two-layer ocean with a thermocline separating

the layers, the energy balance equations become

? I ,.
.) ¡ . l I-('T' n' )'. \--- 1',' 't i ::,:; K( £'l

'i K
5.20

r /;

where the bar indicates a vertical average. The contribution to

the energy product on comes entirely from the thermocline and

is positive if I.'
I.

.~ - '.
''G !: f is greater than Ci "'. .

t "
It is

i¡t
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interesting to note that E~ is approximately zero over the

Atlantic thermocline; the average is generally greater than

zero (£"y.)- C) in most other regiOl1l: of the ocean.

It would be interesting to know more explicitly how

the energy is distributed between j( and 4: i . We can gain

some insight into the energy balance by considering a simpl€

example. Suppose two homogeneous layers are separated by a

thermocline with a

linear temperature

A
r .-eö

gradient as shown in

the adj acent diagram.

The flow is assumed to

1\
. - -te. t e

(, I
~ !

be one dimensional in

the x-direction dimin-

ishing to zero in the

lower layer. Assuming

a simple equation of state of the form

=' :::X, 'I' ~ (V- _)..\) + !l ~~.,~ (/ )5 - )..\ ):2..' T c. .. i C
5.21

where :\: \ :-;,) ':¡ -r are constants, we obtain

A E "'.~ (,. L~' ('. Q '2J i_ "'' :i '- y; -'" -1- ,"' -+ ftè t -- '"c- (; ~:XT ¡t )(; 1 ~ ¡ ~r "'''v(TT).¡r "2

- ~ ,~
- P. 40(_ - )/... E.', "1 i J .r;

1\

~ t: E¡,c - E:t =.
~_ " ': ,:1t / _"_ \ ,_ .;

-(~ :1--.' I (l- l- 5.22
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,
where ~ is measured from

A
ë: 0 Integrating (5.22), we

obtain

r ~ E; d.r : ;0£,,, (~'+-~)+- E/r '1~) -Yo J"n-~~ ,,';1,' 5 .23-t
i

in the thermoc line :! L t Above the thermocline (5.23)

reduces to
.p

i (-i. = ~ E, ~~ ~ 2? E' pf£;i -i it 0 'hJ W
\f-?. 3

- o/3~ j -X iT ).£ e

"- L:.r I' ~-~d..c _Z/Po,-i ,~'2.f3f; /0 FTT vi? '- 5.24

where ¿;¡ is the total difference of density across the

thermoçline. For the Atlantic thermocline, the non-linear

term is about 2'% of L:-ß ~ t c and increases linearly with

e for a fixed temperature difference ( .~ ~ ~ constant).

Although small, the non-linear term must be compensated by

changes in? if the thickness of the thermocline -t changes.¿

For a change in t of lO meters

,,~ -i ("j~ r: a \ 'f P ~ _ 1 l) (.- i: _ ;. . .,; _ êY, l\l:Y3nJ j:iTT..-¡.. - ~jtd, í7:~ ),Ji.ll..--p ~Ó1:C)

- "\ 1"/, r"'1~ ,', r -:i ,. -I)- ...."" J" :_~.. C.u1~ r'i 5.25

This change can be compensated by increasing
A
i!o by two

metres. Provided changes in thickness are not large, the

..
compensation can be made by an adjustment of the depth eø

without appreciable effects on the velocity in the upper layer.

In the thermocline, the change of t i cannot be com-

~
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pensated if e changes. At
,

r -: 0 , we can write (5.23) in

the form

1 ~ ~.~ 1 ie + ~ ¥~ e -~tid?~~TT(y;~~)2

-%2. ~~ ~rí (~_,,~)-ir 5.26

Therefore, using (5.25)

D ~' -: YA ,~ d ó t :: 25C.ó~ rm -I 5.27

the increase in p i produced by an increase in thickness of

the thermocline represents a strong deceleration of the flow

in the thermocline.

In order to remove the decelerations, the thermocline

thickness must either be held constant by convective flow of

heat into the thermocline to offset diffusion, or by lowering

the thermocline downstream sufficiently to reduce the decelera-

tions to zero. From (5.23), it can be seen that the decelerative

term would vanish if ero. Hence, if the temperature dis-

td.bution can adjust do'.'" ~,ream to reduce I.)t to zero, the flow

in the thermocline would not be decelerated. If I:-t is zero,

C5.20) implies that the total flux of mechanical energyK +41"

is approximately non-divergent, except for the dissipation of

kinetic energy. The vertical gradient of temperature required

to reduce .~ to zero is,\i:;T' -I -I-I fty _ =- _. "'4';¿ X. I 0 c C ~lí /'./:i c. / r.11",..~.¿
ii /\

2-. "-Tl ,
5.28
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which is the correct order of magnitude for the Atlantic ther-

mocline.

For the two-layer ocean with the flow constrained

to one direction in both the upper layer and 
thermocline, the

condition 2"X:: C in the thermocline appears to be necessary

to maintain uniform flow. It should be noted that this conclu~

sion is suggested, but not explicitly shown, in the simple

example considered. In order to show more explicitly the

dependence of flow on f -t it is necessary to examine the momentum

flux equations. This is done in the next section.
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Part VI.

Momentum flux

If steady flow in a two-layer ocean with a thermocline

of finite thickness is constrained to a single horizontal direc-

tion, say the east-west x-direction, so that Coriolis forces

act only in the y-direction, a simplified momentum flux equa-

tion can be written as

'i
"'rV

. -tdX
d~VW. :: _.~ + ."d Ir:k. d U,).
t ~ ¡;l! Wl~ 6.1

where frictional stress due to vertical shear only is included.

Integrating (6.1.) from a depth ê to the surface

yields
~$

~rp \)")ct r~ i!

.-.1

= -~f p. cl~ + l'sdŽ'sd~ ~
a

6.2

if it is assumed that no stresses are applied at the surface

and no motion exists in the bottom layer.

The integral of pressure with respect to ~ is the

total potential energy per unit area relative to _. Integra-

ting by parts and using the hydrostatic equation, we obtain

~"' (?s
f rd ~:. lS?" - paT J f ~ ~/ d ~ë 5~ 1-

-: "s~s + f'~ (è'-~)d.~'
r

-: p-, ~ s -t 'X ~ X. 6.3
assuming 'P.s z.,s and its variations to be smalL.

Integrating with respect to X , the difference of

momentum flux across two sections becomes
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~~'
b rfi/"d.:a =- -.6'X. 6.4

~

Thus, changes of total momentum flux are expressed in terms

of the potential energy. Any process, such as thermal diffu-

sion, that changes the potential energy of tne system will

also affect the momentum flux.

From the simple eKample considered in Part V, we

concluded that the free surface must remain approximately level

to prevent large downstream changes of velocity in the upper

homogeneous layer. Therefore, the tnermocline deepens slightly

to compensate for changes of volume in the thermocline brought

about by diffusion of heat. If the thermocline is lowered down-

stream its potential energy is decreased. Hence, if the in-

crease in potential energy within the thermocline due to diffu-

sion is equal and opposite to the change produced by lowering

the entire thermocline, the total potential energy remains

constant and no change of :r,omentum flux occurs. We can calcu-

late. the conditions necessary for the momentum flux to remain

constant by considering small changes of the temperaturedis-

tribution within the thermocline. The changes of potential

energy within the thermoc line can be evaluated using the relá-

tionship given in Part III, (3.6), i"e.

- S mo+lo~
!:X. êpcx eLm.

~ - "').

where ~o ~ rn2 are the limits of the thermocline. It is

6.5

assumed that no changes occur beyond these limits'. Expanding
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(6.S), we obtain "

c x. = fLo( Å P + P A 0( J d. YY

': f P (XTl~ '" c(Y'
6.6

as tip- 0 fr~ the hydrostatic equation ( f is a function of m

only) . Using a siuplified heat flux equation of the form

u* +VI~ = .~ ~(p K~ ~) 6.7

and taking

bi'co (lJlt+ W~)t.hlr(PKq~)Át . 6.8

where ~ t ~ a is the mean time interval required for the

flow to traverse the section, we obtain

6X ~ rp(JTl~KQ ~)t.td.m

( " "\
:: 6 t r P K,. ;i ~ O(r !L d. i!

¡ , .. ~ ~¡.
( - J': Dt . J k i- ct?
J 'Q L')

6.9

For the momentum flux in the thermocline to be

constant we must have L. ì( zero. or

ff/(Qi:X.J.:¡ -0
6.10

If the mean value of potential energy parameter

E: X is zero in the thermocline, the mean horizontal pressure

gradient vanishes and no deceleration of the flow occurs. If
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the mean of f)C is negative, the flow is accelerated and, if

positive, the flow is decelerated. The flow is always deceler-

ated if a linear equation of state is assi.ed (CX'TT=O).

If the flow is not constrained to one direction, the

horizontal pressure gradients arizing from diffusion of heat

can be balanced by Coriolis forces. In this case, the velocity

vector would change direction through the thermocline if the

mean value of E:~ is not zero.

Critical vertical gradients of potential temperature .5,1,~2.

The potential energy parameter Ex has the form

Ex. := £-l + p Vø(? - p rfl: CJ 6.11

where

VcX7"Y8IL~(+i')J~ +L~(+~;)J~) 6.12

'i '2 "'~ í, ,.:i "'': ~ -:ç #v r _ 00( ia.G\ 00( t:0".s0( _ 0))50( - ~i.'. -'. .T i ~ ,Ls + do( (dS)..:iOy "d-¿iì dJdS it ~ 'ds'3lit 6.13

and

dÊ - d.~
d- r - 'a: + r 6.14

The deformation used to derive ~~ dces not alter

the ratio

(J - cL;i,l%~ 6.15

so that (6.11) may be expressed as
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Ëy. "' P ~ L (tJ)* 1£ + C-.CP/r,j*4l

-p(~t(~r 6.16

where

(cot \* ~ do( + do( ßÒ .. 7 dl "ã r

(êi': r =- êl~ +2 Ò~ i9 + a'a.. Ii ~~;." ~ ò-''dsl-. os..r

6.17

6.18

etc.

The critical potential temperature gradient ç, is

chosen so that the internal energy change is zero, i.e.

ti=(~), = n (-lE~ ~)Jld~~r

The gradient ~ i is chosen so that the total potential energy

6.19

change is zero, i.e.,

s~ : (~)~~ ~ , )J*a r c,', /ot + p dO(f ~; LCf!~,, -: dp

p~~,:)*

6.20

The potential a?d internal energy parameters, expressed in

terms of 'š. ' ç 2. ' t n and the actual. potential tempera-

ture gradient ~ ' are

fe,

A -h ~'"
~ :; - 1;,

:: - ~t ~¡~ f+.

6.2lt é~ cX ~ ~ -r ¡; (.
s,;- 'f¡

1:; -: ; :a - ~ - E ~ )
ç i.- ~ .

~ £"&1

6.22
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- . / dO()~ d ewhere EA, is the ordinary stability parameter l~ l~ -a'

For . ~ ¿, e / ' the internal energy change is negative

(r.et exp-Snsion). The potential temperature and salinity gradients

in the deep water are usually in this range.

For ~ / .t i; ~.~ 2. the contrac tion on mixing

has a larger effect on the internal energy than the variation

of adiabatic compressibility with temperature and salinity.

Hence, a net contraction of volume occurs in the deformation.

The total potential energy change Et- is positive. Most vertical

gradients in the ocean above 1000 metres depth fall in this

range. The notable exception is the Atlantic thermocline for

~ /~:i' For ~). ~2.' the net contraction iswhich

large enough to offset the increase of potential energy within

the deformed volume and the total potential energy change, E,. ,

is negative.

whereas,

The gradient

t 2. is apprcx

~
'7 I doea not depend strongly on pressure,

: (, 1 Y inverse lyproportional to pres-

sure. Both gradients becume infinitely large if the perfect gas

lJiw is assumed. The depe::dence of t I , ~.z on the slope, ,ß ,

is shown in Figure 2. The broken line in the Figure separates

the gradient plane into stable and unstable regións according

to the ordinary gravitatior.al stability criterion (FA ~ 0).

A section of stations extending from Australia to

Å."ttarctica aloiog the longitude ll50E have been analyzed and are

given as an example of the magnitudes of the energy parameters.

The V-Scharacteristic curves for the stations are shown in
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Figure 3. The slopes of these curves define ¡3 approximately

as the adiabatic gradient is small compared to the actual

gradients of temperature. Stations .northoI the antar,~tic

convergence (2152-2156) have characteristic ~ - 5 curves

that differ sharply from those south of the convergence

(2157-2168). The salinity minimum north of the convergence

lies at depths of about 1000 metres. The potential energy

parameters ~t and ~t1 for these stations are compared in

Figure 4. As may be seen from the Figure, the vertical gra-

dients of potential temperature approach ~ ~ throughout the

salinlty minimum north of the convergence, and in the tempera-

ture minimum south of the convergence. Regions of ordinary

gravitational instability also occur (station Z155, ZOO metres).

The existence of gravitational instability is supported also by

the structure of ~ -S curves for stations 2155 and 2156. (Figure 4).

The potential energy parameters are shown in more

detail in Figure 5 for station 2l53. For comparison, the value

of ~? at . ~ -: ~ 2. is given for each depth. As £~? C~.a)

does not invo.lve the actual vertical gradients, but only physical

properties of sea wate~ and the e -$ slope, it is interesting to

note the similarity of the curve to those obtained from the ob-

served gradients in the upper lOOO metres. In the deep water the

nor¿..lhi.ear effects are small and C-;1 Ce)becomes large compared

with EX and Et? .

-
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Other possible interpretations of E '/

The parameter ê,! contains the local chaiige of poten-.

tial energy equal to ~ ~ and an external change due to net volume

changes. The volume change can be interpreted as an energy-

producing mechanism. If the change of volume produces a low-

ering of the surface or of streamlines of the flow, the kinetic

energy is increased. In a more complex density field it may be

possible to replace kinetic energy lost by dissipation by low-

ering streamlines through volume contraction. Suppose that at

each level the volume contraction releases as much energy as

is l~st by dissipation. The kinetic 
energy would appear in the

layers above that in which contraction takes place. A simple

form of the balance is .0" :i
- ~ p Vo( · ¡~q PO(rr V'~ '= ~K:; ~m 'i.. 6.23

Using the thermal wind equation

Vii - -~ QL ~r- ò~r
l)~()L ~~

f
6.24

we obtain

-i
KG( P o(Tj ~ ~ I(ty

. 1 'a
l ~ o(T y9:2

f~ )(
6.25

Solving for rXh a)y.

(ll 'ì :: ! !5)X .PlO(:L?t~/~ L Kq. f (PO(íT)'/'"

?(J(~: ftf 6.26
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oc-2

-4 -1 -4 3 -1 -1
f = 10 see , eXT = 2xlO cm gm °c ,

For Km /i,( ;VLO, the horizontal
CA

about 1 kilometre in 200 kilometers

for l = i08 dynes

-5 3 - 1
ex TT= lO em gm

slope of the isotherm is

-2
em

about the slope found in the Gulf Stream.

As both the contraction and vertical shear can be esti-

mated from oceanographic data, an estimate for the 
ratio K""IIlQ ean

be obtained by 
Hforcing" a balance of the type assumed in (6.23)1

at least for the mean values, i. e.

kq(P P-XrriJ: J.i! '" k", rf'~~ d."

Or

K".-
KCl

;\ If p cx7T~: cLa

Jf v;ci:i
6.27

The ratio has been evaluated for several stations taken across

the Gulf Stream and is given in Table II.

From Table II, it ca.'1 be seen that the non-linear

effect of volume contraction can be a significant 
factor in the

energy balance of the G..lf Stream if krn is assumed to be of

the same order of magnitude as KG(.

Approximating the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy

in the Gulf Stream by k'rnrf v~ cl t and assuming a total kinetic

energy per unit area of' 109 ergs, we obtain a time constant fork 2-lthe Stream of one year for YY "". lOO cm sec

If larger values of Km are assumed, the dissipation

rate could be sufficient to destroy the kinetic energy in a few

weeks. If the kinetic energy dissipation is large, it is also
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Table II

A .comparison of the potential energy change due to

contraction on mixing and kinetic energy dissipation, for

oceano~raphic stations across the Gulf Stream.

Stations Geostrophic fpP~d.'t Jpv; d.~
Kry~

Surface velocit1 ergs cm-4 ergs cm-4

V; /1500 cm sec-

5295-96 15 1.12 .OLL "V 100

5296-97 100 .90 .49 rv 2

5297-98 90 1.16 .23 5

5298-99 200 1.88 .44 4

5299-01 50 2.17 .08 I' 30

(Sta~ions 5295-530l were taken in 1955 in an east-west section
at 36"N.)

possible that the energy release is large and may tend to

offset the dissipation. Whether or not the non-linear effects

of volume contraction do contribute significantly to the energy

balance is a matter of speculation at present and canot be

decided in terms of present und~rstandlng of the effects.

Another study of the magnitude of the energy-releasing

and dissipative terms has been made for an intense anticyclonic

"eddy" observed in the Gulf of Alaska during the sumer of 1960.

The temperature distribution within the eddy is shown in Figure

(6). The values of l Vo( and 1Î;- are compared at several loca-

tiona within. the eddy in Figure (7), assuming'FJt/tiQ,= 10. For

this value of the "Prandtl number". the terms are of comparable

magnitude and exhibit some similarities of form as a function

of depth.
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It is interesting to note that the ratio k ~ /r:Q is

of the same order of magnitude for the Gulf of Alaska eddy and

for the Gulf Stream even though the velocity structures, tempera-

ture and salinity distributions differ greatly. For comparison,

the parameters E"x ri and f X at the seaward edge of the Gulf

Stream (Station 530l) and in the centre of the eddy (Station

66) are shown in Figure 8. The energy-releasing term F V~

is proportional to the shaded areas in the Figure.
,¡'!i.

p''''tnmi' 1.; EqnRtirm

In Part V, it was shown that the effective geopoten-

tial' for flow in a stratified ocean could be expressed as
r

p' = f ~ E-l d. 2.
~r

The value of .~ Ef at the critical gradient Ss. (defined by

EX:: 0 , eq. (6.20)) is given by

( d ,~'-.PN \ ~)

( ~~~ ~)*

6.28

(i: E~) =

t;¡

-::
rV 3 em s. 6.29

to the approximation used 1n deriving (6.28).

Pressure does not appear explicitly in (6 ~ 29) so that

th~ variation of (2 ~ )r~ with depth depends only on the changes

of thermal and saline expansion coefficients and on the slope of

th,¡-; e - 5 charac teris tic curlle. The range of magnitudes of

~ E~)Š:: is. therefore, not very large.

The values of ~ t:~ ' calculated from observed di£trib~-

tiona of temperature and salinity. show surprizingly little varia-
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tion with depth and reach maximum values comparable to the

critical value given by (6.29). Examples are given in Figures

(9)(10) and (11) . Thus, although E li varies over several orders

of magnitude, the product ~ E A. appears to be limited in its range

of magnitude. A possible interpretation of the limitation on

~ E A is that the potential energy parameter E't determines the

stability of flow in the ocean in Bore sense. From considerations

of momentum flux, it is evident that flow in a stratified layer

could be accelerated through vertical diffusion or mixing if t:X

"
is negative. Whether or not the result of possible acceleration

of flow for negative values of f X would be a tendency to weaken

vertical gradients and limit stratification to positive values of

E X has not been determined explicitly. It is hoped that some

experimental means of evaluating the non-linear effects of volume

changes in mixing processes can be devised.
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Appendix

Maximum entropy principle

Consider a system of sea water consisting initially

of a mass mi at pressure Pi' salinity sl' enthalpy hi' and a

mass mZ at pressure PZ' salinity 52' and enthalpy hZ' The two

masses are assumed to be free to exchange heat and salt between

each other but not with the surroundings. The pressures are

assumed to be constant but different (Pi =1 P2)' Toe problem is

to find the final equilibrium state (or states) towards which

the system will proceed. In order to find the final equili-

brium system, we shall assume the maximum entropy principle,

i. e., in such an isolated system in \ihich total enthalpy, mass

and pressure are constant with time, that the final equilibrium

state will have the highest entropy consistent with the constraints

on enthalpy, mass and pressure.

We shall aSSll~e that in the final equilibrium 5tate

the enthalpy and sal ini tv are not equalized. Hence, the conser-

vation equations have the form.

f
mi

i
mi :: mi

f i
mi .. mi '" m2

f f i i
mi 51 + mi S i :: mi sl + m2sZf f i imi hi + mZhi :: mihi + mZhZ

f iPl .. Pl .. Pi £ i
Pi .. Pi .. P2

where the superscripts refer to the final and initial states.
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The total change of entropy ~ AI is given by

~ N =m r/ + m. 7 f- - (n7 ì1 ¿ + n1 n ¿ )I-Ii ;2:i V'(I :i(.2
f

_ ( f _ t.) (f ~)- Wi, ~ I 11 't m:i 'Z. - '(" (2)

We expand 1 in a Taylor series with respect to h,

s. and p, keeping terms to second order . The expansion about

an arbitrary reference point h , s ,p is of the form. 0 0 0
i(: 10 .. ì7 ~ (t" - h(J) 1" "is (s - 5,,) -+ ~ f ( f - l,)

+~ (1hh(h-ho):i"'1ss(S-SD)~+1lP (P-foJ

+ 2 fAs (~-~~-So) +.2 ~A.f (It - h~(r - to) + :¡ ~f (s-so)( F -t~ J

-Tt.... (3)

By expressing -ri-l) ~ / ~ r¡ oJ .~~ in terms of the Taylor

series and substituting into (2), we obtain

J; 'J ~,. ,:a
6 N:: ~. L ~ i /¡ ( (n- i A ~ ,. Yni h l ) - ( m i Ai~ + rt:¡ h;) J + .. r.i ' , ,

+ 2. l5hKmlh~ s; +rrl2.hJa-5f)-(m/L.;s/"+m),k~s~ )J+...

+ terms of same general form (4)

All linear terms in (3) drop out on application of

the conservation equations in (1).

Using identities of the form

.,. .:1 ( Î;' OL)2.
~i. . ~/.:. rri"'j+((ihi _ m,l'2. Ih¿_J.L):2

m, ,+mii.' )'1+YYZ.' 'ni+i":¡l'.i ,

M Âi. ~+m ~tsL :.~I~/ +~h~(mis,~misi) _ Yf1'fi(A L -h L) (s I.'. S L)i ,.. i:¿2. 'mi+m-: rn,+m¡,.i':a i
(5)

we can wdte. (4) in the form
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toN0 -l ::~. h,f¡ (Ä ~':4h fj + ... + ).~~¡ § lÚ -iJ h; A sfJ

+ ." t 21lip ~ ~ (b. h.i. - ~ ~/ J +. . J (6 )

where ~ ¿ ¡ .ç 5-1
6 A. :; h~-tii ~ 6 ~ :: h:A- A"

L. ~ 5 :f f 5-
IJ S ": s~ - s:i .. b. S .. s;¡ - S J

~ 'P -: "P~ - Pi (7). i
As LJ eii. ) A 5 i. , D P are fixed by initial conditions, the èntropy

change can be varied only by changing LJ k~ and L: 55. We fin.d

the extreme value of .ó N with respect to!J ~ f and b. sf. For

stationary values of 6.N) we have

~~~~ ::M~:::Ü,,¡, Lit¡ f;1A/,é + ~/,L\lJ: 0

06\ ~ ~~ ¡'f 6hf+~sl$5- -+ 1soAp J ": 0 (8)
ClÒS ÎY¡+fl. L S . i'

Solving for ~h-J and L: S:r, we obtain

LJ Pïf ;: 1. SF 1fi.. $, -7li.t~ (9)
6 l 1l. li 7ss - 1A.s

~ SJ :=r¡j')~c~_~~!_:!lsf 'tl-i, (10)
l ~t.~ 1s s - "1Â.s

Using the transformations

fii ~ - C/,T1

1As :: hS/CpT:l

YJ - - ~S .tlSS - T -cp~

I) = + ei-Tol
(A.fJ Cp i

)'. - - rXs 0( -TO(ï h
(Sp - T - C p""~ :S

+i$ = lJ- T ))r (11)

We obtain
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. ~ hM_ =- + (0( -To(T) - 0(.5 .s.ò f ))5
i: s J :- _ ~¥ = - l:;: (£.)
6 t i~s ').s 'dp P

(12)

(l3)

But. from the relationship

-C h -: CtliT -+(0( - To(T)6 f -+ #..SCi 5
(l4)

we see on substituting (13) that

LiT=O (l5)

Hence. the maximum entropy is attained when

1j = T.i

l), ~p-;
(l6)

To show that the stationary value of entropy is a

maximum, the terms in (6) depending on the final values can be

written as

..
~ 6Qef 1- & (Ó c;£)':.,'2 T

- El (~Qf -6 Q~)~ - ~ (ÓS-~S~)~ .
(17)

where

Ll G .: èi h.. l,.st:S (18)

Thus. any departure from the equilibrium gradients. denoted

by a subscript "e" in (l7), would yield a lower total entropy.


